Distributed software simulations are indispensable in the study of large-scale life models but often require the use of technically complex lower-level distributed computing frameworks, such as MPI. We propose to overcome the complexity challenge by applying the emerging MapReduce (MR) model to distributed life simulations and by running such simulations on the cloud. Technically, we design optimized MR streaming algorithms for discrete and continuous versions of Conway's life according to a general MR streaming pattern. We chose life because it is simple enough as a testbed for MR's applicability to a-life simulations and general enough to make our results applicable to various lattice-based a-life models. We implement and empirically evaluate our algorithms' performance on Amazon's Elastic MR cloud. Our experiments demonstrate that a single MR optimization technique called strip partitioning can reduce the execution time of continuous life simulations by 64%. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose and evaluate MR streaming algorithms for lattice-based simulations. Our algorithms can serve as prototypes in the development of novel MR simulation algorithms for large-scale lattice-based a-life models 1 .
Introduction
A-life has long relied on software simulations of the behavioral characteristics of living systems to facilitate the discovery of natural laws. Living systems involve vast numbers of evolving objects, and their software simulations can be data and computationally intensive. Large-scale life models may not fit in the memory of an average workstation, a challenge that can be overcome with the development of distributed a-life software. Distributed scientific simulations are usually implemented by using low-level libraries, such as MPI, which are difficult to program and require the development of custom fault-tolerance and load-balancing schemes ---a major challenge for scientists. Compute clusters to run distributed simulations can be expensive to build and complex to maintain. We believe that the complexity challenges of distributed life simulations can be overcome by applying the emerging higher-level MapReduce (MR) model to life simulations and by running such simulations on the cloud.
MR was initially developed to specifically satisfy Google's needs for large-scale distributed processing of unstructured 1 This work was performed by Atanas Radenski as a guest faculty at Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois while on a sabbatical leave from Chapman University, California in spring 2013. text data [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008] . The subsequent implementation of MR within Apache's open-source Hadoop framework [White, 2012] stimulated the development of wide range of MR applications in diverse areas, including sets and graphs; AI, machine learning and data mining; bioinformatics; image and video; evolutionary computing; and statistics and numerical mathematics [Radenski and Norris, 2013] . MR users develop serial code that is automatically executed in parallel by the MR engine in a fault-tolerant and loadbalanced manner. The simplicity of the MR model and the built-in fault tolerance and load-balancing functionality of the MR engine can be beneficial in the development of dataintensive distributed scientific applications in general and life software simulations in particular.
Our general goal in this paper is to investigate the applicability of the MR model to large-scale distributed a-life simulations. To do so, we focus on life models that are based on cellular automata (CA) because CA are relatively easy to parallelize and have been used in life modeling and simulation from the early days of a-life. Indeed, a-life and cellular automata share a closely tied history which began with the CA works of John von Neumann [Von Neumann and Burks, 1966] and continued with the development and exploration of the game of life ---or simply life ---by John Conway [Gardner, 1970; Bays, 2010 ]. Conway's life is a 2D CA with two states (alive/dead). A popular life variation adopts a nondiscrete representation with states that are continuously valued between zero and one [Peper et al., 2010] . We use the terms discrete life and continuous life correspondingly to distinguish between the two life models.
CA has been recognized as historically the most fundamental paradigm of a-life [Conti, 2008] , and life has become known as the prototypical CA [Hoekstra et al., 2010] . Hence, we consider life to be a most suitable candidate for this first study of the applicability of the MR model to largescale distributed life simulations. Technically, we develop and empirically evaluate MR life algorithms for the discrete and continuous life models. We also discuss how our algorithms can be transformed into algorithms for other versions of life, such as 3D life and life with larger neighborhoods. We outline a general MR streaming pattern that encapsulates the common general features of the D-Life and C-Life algorithms and can be followed for the design of other lattice-based simulation algorithms in the MR streaming model. Our algorithms are by no means limited to life and can be used as prototypes for developing large-scale MR simulation algorithms for other CA-based life models.
Cloud computing is the use of hardware and software as service ---remotely, on-demand, and on a pay-per-use basis. Cloud computing can be viewed as a descendant of the wellestablished grid computing, enhanced with instant provisioning and utility computing. Elastic MR is one of the services provided by the Amazon's cloud computing platform, Amazon Web Services (AWS). Elastic MR is in fact Apache Hadoop hosted on AWS's Elastic Compute Cloud. We develop MR life algorithms in the Hadoop version of the MR model and then host the algorithms' execution on Elastic MR for the purpose of empirical performance evaluation. With AWS, we can launch various Elastic MR clusters as they are needed for our cost-effective experiments. We choose AWS because it is the first and currently the largest publicly available cloud computing platform.
Previously unknown complex self-organizing behavior of life models can be discovered by simulating vast numbers of generations for very large-scale model configurations. Such large-scale simulations may not fit on individual workstations but can be conveniently implemented in MR and executed on the cloud in a cost-effective, pay-per-use fashion. Our MR life algorithms and their empirical performance evaluation are intended to enhance scientists' understanding of the potential of MR and cloud computing in a-life research and open new opportunities for distributed large-scale life simulations.
The rest of this paper contains three sections. The first section describes how life simulations can be represented in the MR model. The second section discusses related work. The third section presents conclusions and possibilities for future wok.
Placing Life on MapReduce
This section introduces selected features of the MR model, defines MR algorithms for discrete life and for continuous life, offers a general MR streaming pattern, and ends with an empirical evaluation of the MR algorithms on the cloud.
MapReduce Models and Frameworks
Standard MR model. In the standard MR model, userdefined serial Map and Reduce methods transform in parallel an input set of key-value (KV) pairs into an output set of KVpairs. Initially, Map is applied in parallel to individual KVpairs from the input set to produce a first intermediate set of KV-pairs.
This set of KV-pairs is then automatically transformed by MR into a second intermediate set of KV-pairs in which all intermediate pairs with the same key are sorted and grouped together, creating a single KV-pair for each intermediate key. = {(k2,list(v2) )} = Reduce then is applied in parallel to individual KV-pairs from the second intermediate set to produce an output set of v3)}={Reduce(k2, list(v2) ) }|(k2,list(v2) [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008] , shared-memory MR (targeted at multicore, multiprocessors workstations) [Talbot et al., 2011] , and GPU MR [He et al., 2008] . Distributed MR frameworks are the most popular in practical computing. Any distributed MR framework incorporates an MR engine and a distributed file system (DFS) to hold the input, intermediate, and output datasets. Google was the first to develop a proprietary distributed MR framework, which has been available and used only internally [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008] . The popularity of the MR model grew significantly with the release by Apache of the open-source Hadoop framework [White, 2012] , which extended the standard MR model with additional functionality, such as MR streaming. Hadoop is now the defacto standard MR framework, and we therefore target our distributed MR life algorithms to Hadoop (see [Lee et al., 2012] for advantages and pitfalls of Hadoop MR). For the rest ECAL -General Track of this paper we omit "Hadoop" in references to the Hadoop MR.
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The MR engine invokes Map and Reduce methods within persistent tasks that are distributed over the Hadoop cluster; we refer to such persistent tasks as mappers and reducers. The MR engine uses intermediate keys to partition all intermediate KV-pairs among available reducers and to sort all KV-pairs that are fed into the same reducer. Hence, all intermediate KV-pairs with the same key are submitted to the same reducer in sorted order, although the same reducer can be assigned to handle several different keys [Radenski, 2012] .
The MR framework is implemented in Java, and standard MR algorithms target the MR Java API, thus requiring significant Java expertise. In contrast to standard MR, MR streaming algorithms target higher-level languages such as Python. Because MR streaming is easier to understand and modify by domain scientists, who may not be Java experts but can work well with Python, we chose to develop MR streaming algorithms for distributed life simulations. Such MR streaming algorithms can be straightforwardly implemented in Python. If needed, MR streaming algorithms can be transformed into equivalent standard MR algorithms.
MR streaming model.
In an essential departure from the standard MR semantics, MR streaming sorts but does not group intermediate same-key KV-pairs at all, and the Reduce method must handle multiple occurrences of the same key with corresponding partial values (rather than a single list of grouped values as in standard MR). The semantics of the MR streaming model can be specified as follows.
While the standard MR engine parses data sets' keys and values and provides them as ready-to-use KV arguments to Map and Reduce, the streaming MR engine provides all data via the standard input stream. Consequently, Map and Reduce must parse the input into keys and values on their own. Parsing input in a higher-level language is not necessarily a disadvantage of MR streaming: such parsing can be more straightforward and flexible than using the relatively complicated and rigid Java API to manage the input format in standard MR [Radenski and Norris, 2013] .
In MR streaming word count, document's lines are viewed as input KV pairs represent with empty keys (Table 2) (Table 2) . MR then automatically sorts the first intermediate set into a second intermediate set (Table 2) . Finally, the Reduce method ( Figure 2 ) uses a loop to sumup sorted values then outputs the final count for each word ( Table 2) .
The distributed execution of mappers and reducers forms a single MR streaming job (Figure 3 ). Several MR jobs can be iterated so that the output from one job is used as the input for the next one. All input datasets, intermediate datasets, and output datasets for MR jobs are stored in the DFS. Iterative MR processing can be achieved by using functionality that is external to the MR model or by using non-standard extensions of the MR model itself. [Bays 2010 ]. The evolution of discrete life is deterministic and is completely defined by its initial state.
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Standard MR and MR streaming both operate on KV-pairs. In MR streaming, each KV-pair has to be represented as a single line of text. Input, output, and intermediate datasets in 2D discrete life simulations represent living cells as KV-pairs in which the key part consists of the cells' coordinates (row, col) and the value part is empty. Cells that are not included in the dataset are assumed dead (Table 3) . The initial life state is stored in one or more text files on the DFS before processing. An MR streaming job automatically splits the input dataset into independent blocks, which are submitted to mappers, one line per cell at a time ( Figure 3 ). Mappers process individual cells and emit intermediate KVpairs that are partitioned and sorted by the MR engine and then input into reducers. Reducers process intermediate KVpairs and emit output results that are stored back on the DFS, one output file per reducer. The output dataset can then be used as the input for a subsequent MR streaming job. Hence, a single life simulation step is implemented as a single MR streaming job. A multi-step life simulation can be realized as a MR streaming job iteration by using tools that are outside of the MR streaming model. This pattern is followed for both discrete life simulations (discussed in this subsection) and continuous life simulations (discussed in the next subsection).
A single discrete life simulation step can be implemented by means of a technique known as MR message passing [Lin and Schatz, 2010] . For each input cell (by definition alive) a mapper can emit intermediate KV-pairs that are interpreted as messages to all of the cell's neighbors, alive and dead. Such messages from a living cell simply notify all of the cell's neighbors ---living or alive, and including the cell itself ---that the living cell belongs to those cells' neighborhoods. Messages to the same cell are dispatched to the same reducer, and each reducer receives all its messages in sorted order. This enables a reducer to count the living neighbors of individual cells, to determine the cells' next states (dead/alive) and to emit only living cells.
MR message passing can generate numerous small messages. Higher message volume can become a MR network bottleneck and be detrimental to performance. The number of messages can be reduced by applying local in-mapper aggregation (LA) optimizations [Lin and Dyer, 2010] . LA is applied to discrete life simulation in MR streaming as follows. For each neighbor of each input cell, the mapper increments (rather than emit immediately) a cell's counter within a local in-memory hash. Aggregated counts for each cell are emitted just before the mapper termination. Such aggregated counts for the same cell are summed up by a single reducer that determines the next state of the cell. A discrete life single-step simulation algorithm in MR streaming referred to as D-Life, is shown in Figure 4 . This algorithm assumes no size limits on the lattice and can operate on very large discrete life instances. Hence, the D-Life algorithm can be applied to simulate other life-like CA by merely adapting the two methods to alternative rules and neighborhoods. Larger than life (LtL), for example, is a family of CA generalizing discrete life to large neighborhoods and general birth and survival thresholds [Evans, 2010] . Any LtL instance can be simulated by the DLife algorithm with methods Next-State-Is-Alive and Neighborhood defined to properly implement the specific rule and neighborhood. Variations of discrete life in larger dimensions [Bays, 1987] can be simulated with the D-Life algorithm by merely extending the cell representation to a larger number of dimensions.
Continuous Life in MapReduce
Continuous life is a CA with continuously valued states from the 0..1 range. Continuous life employs a transition rule that is formulated as a nonlinear expression with a temperature parameter T and two parameters: E0 (energy shift parameter) and x0 (state shift parameter). In the limit T→0 and with appropriately chosen values for E0 and x0, the behavior of continuous life coincides with that of discrete life [Adachi et al., 2004] .
We rewrote the original continuous life transition function [Adachi et al., 2004] in an equivalent form that is more suitable for a MR implementation. Let us denote the state of a given cell at time t as S(cell, t). In continuous life, each cell ECAL -General Track undergoes transitions at discrete time steps according to the following set of equations.
(
1) S(cell, t + 1) = F(E(H(cell, t))) (2) F(z) = b / (b + 1) where b = exp(2*z/T) (3) E(x) = E0 -(x -x0) 2 (4) H(cell, t) = S(cell, t) + 2*Σ S(cell', t) cell' ∈ Neighborhood(cell)
For continuous life simulations in the MR streaming model, input, output, and intermediate datasets represent living cells as KV-pairs in which the key part consists of the cells' coordinates (row, col) and the value part is the cell's state. Hence, all cells are explicitly represented in continuous life's datasets, in contrast to discrete life's datasets which contain living cells alone (Table 3) .
To implement a single continuous life simulation step in the MR streaming model, we combine the MR message passing technique with the strip partitioning optimization technique. MR message passing was introduced in the previous subsection for simulation of discrete life. Strip partitioning was proposed originally for large-scale relaxation algorithms [Radenski and Norris, 2013] .
A (cell', t) ). Because of hashing, adjacent cells are likely to be directed to different reducers, and thus output into different DFS files (because each reducer's output is placed by the MR engine into a separate DFS file). At the next simulation step, adjacent cells are likely to be submitted to different mappers (because such adjacent cells are likely to have been output to different DFS files at the previous simulation step and because different input files are submitted to different mappers). Thus, the default MR partitioner tends to disperse neighborhoods and reduce data locality, which impairs local in-mapper aggregation and is detrimental for performance. [Radenski and Norris, 2013] Fortunately, the strip partitioning optimization technique can help reduce dispersion and preserve data locality. With strip partitioning, a mapper sends whole strips of consecutive CA lattice rows to the same reducer. Technically, the mapper outputs intermediate KV-pairs of the form:
(key= (strip, cell'), value=H partial (cell', t) 
),
where strip is an index that identifies individual strips of CA lattice rows. The strip index is calculated as strip = row / strip-length where strip-length is a simulation parameter. Because the strip index is part of the mappers' intermediate output, all cells from the same strip will be directed to the same reducer during partitioning (see Figure 3) , possibly from different mappers. Therefore, such adjacent cells will remain in the same output file as produced by the reducer. This strategy preserves data locality during iterative simulation and promotes performance. The strip index is emitted by mappers to facilitate partitioning alone and is ignored by reducers upon its receipt as part of the key.
A continuous life single-step simulation algorithm in MR streaming based on local in-mapper aggregation and strip partitioning (referred to as C-Life) is shown in Figure 5 . For practical purposes, we assume that continuous life evolves over a finite rectangular lattice with periodic boundary conditions. This assumption prevents the otherwise unlimited growth of datasets in iterative continuous life simulation. While the continuous life's lattice is assumed finite, it can be potentially very large in an MR implementation.
In the C-Life algorithm (Figure 5 ), the continuous life's transition rule and the neighborhood are encapsulated in separate methods that can be adapted to alternative rules and neighborhoods, without any changes to the C-Life algorithm proper.
General MapReduce Streaming Pattern
We have designed the D-Life and C-Life algorithms by following a general MR streaming pattern. Our pattern is outlined in Figure 6 . The pattern describes a family of MR streaming algorithms that execute as follows ( Figure 6 for input-kv-pair ∈ stdin:
4: Process-and-Aggregate () 5:
Emit-All-Aggregated () 1: class Reducer: 2: method Reduce (): 3:
4:
if Current-Key-Is-Different-From-Previous-Key (): 5:
Emit (previous-key, Final-Value ()) 6:
Initialize-Current-KV-Pair-Processing () 7:
Process-and-Accumulate () 8:
Emit (last-key, Final-Value ()) Figure 6 : General MR streaming pattern
Cloud Implementation and Empirical Evaluation
We implemented our D-Life and C-Life MR streaming algorithms in Python and then used the implementations for empirical algorithm evaluation on Amazon's Elastic MR cloud. We chose Python because it is higher-level language that significantly shortens development efforts and time in comparison with other mainstream languages, such as Java or C++. Our experiments were performed with Hadoop 1.0.3 on an Elastic MR cluster of up to 17 large instances, a master instance and up to 16 core instances. We experimented with two versions of the C-Life algorithm, designated as C-Life-16 and C-Life-0. The C-Life-16 version uses a strip size of 16. Our preference to a strip size of 16 is based on some preliminary performance experiments with various strip sizes. The C-Life-0 version does not use the strip partitioning optimization at all, hence its strip size of 0.
We ran D-Life, C-Life-16, and C-Life-0 on the Elastic MR cloud to measure their execution times. Execution times for the first simulation step can be influenced by the initial data layout; but once data are shuffled by the first simulation step, execution times stabilize. We measured execution times for the algorithms' second simulation steps over randomly generated square lattices. The initial datasets for D-Life was generated with alive cell probability of p=0.5. Recall that only alive cells are represented in D-Life's datasets; in contrast, all cells and their states are explicitly represented in C-Life datasets. Given the same lattice size, D-Life's datasets are smaller than C-Life's datasets proportionally to p. Figure 7 ). For same-load evaluation, we measured the algorithms' execution times in minutes on MR clusters with i core instances, i = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 over randomly generated square lattices of approximately i*10 7 cells (Table 5 and Figure 8) .
Our performance measurements demonstrate that strip partitioning optimization ---used in C-Life-16 but neither in C-Life-0 nor in D-Life ---gives a performance advantage of C-Life-16 over C-Life-0 and D-Life.
• The execution time of C-Life-16 for a single simulation step on 16 task nodes is 64% less than the execution time of C-Life-0 for the same task (see data in last columns of Table 4 or 5).
• The execution time of C-Life-16 decreases in a smooth and predictable manner with the increase of task nodes, in contrast to both D-Life and C-Life-0 (Figure 7 ).
• C-Life-16 scales much better than C-Life-0 and a little better than D-Life (Figure 8 ).
• In terms of absolute execution time, the performance of DLife seems to rival that of C-Life-16, especially for larger numbers of task nodes ( Figures 7 and 8 ); yet simulation of discrete life is computationally less intensive than simulation of continuous life and D-Life operates on smaller datasets than C-Life (given the same lattice size).
Related Work
Cellular automata have been extensively studied since the early days of a-life [Langton, 1986] . A recent book offers a representative collection of approaches to the simulation of complex systems by CA [Hoekstra et al., 2010] . Another recent book covers current developments specifically in the game of Conway's life research [Adamatzky, 2010] . Our work on distributed MR life simulation builds on the MR strip-partitioning optimization originally introduced for a MR relaxation algorithm [Radenski and Norris, 2013] . Message passing was first studied in the context of dataintensive graph algorithms [Lin and Schatz, 2010] and later adapted to MR relaxation [Radenski and Norris, 2013] . Local in-mapper aggregation was originally designed to speed-up data-intensive text processing [Lin and Dyer, 2010] and was adapted to DNA sequence analysis [Radenski and Ehwerhemuepha, 2013] and relaxation [Radenski and Norris, 2013] .
Our proposed D-Life and C-Life algorithms perform only a single life simulation step. A multistep life simulation is an iterative relaxation process that cannot be directly expressed in the pure MR parallelism model. We are among those who iterate pure MR steps by means of custom scripts expressed in common general-purpose languages. Others modify the pure MR model and implement new MR frameworks to facilitate iterative MR processing, such as iMapReduce [Zhang et al., 2012] and Twister [Ekanayake et al., 2010] . Potential ease of use and performance benefits of such iterative frameworks for multistep large-scale life simulations are yet to be studied.
Distributed MR relies exclusively on the DFS for the representation of intermediate datasets, including messages passed by our D-Life and C-life algorithms. Using the file system for message passing can be detrimental to performance but can be avoided with problems that fit entirely in memory. In-memory MR frameworks, such as Phoenix [Talbot et al., 2011] and M3R [Shinnar, 2012] aim to accelerate relatively small MR parallel applications by using hash tables to store intermediate key-value records in memory rather than on the DFS. Substantial speed-up benefits of in-memory frameworks for life simulations seem likely but are yet to be investigated.
Discrete life, a simple CA capable of generating diverse complex behavior, has stimulated many to design basic and advanced algorithms for its simulations and implement them in software. Basic serial and parallel implementations of discrete life have proven so worthy as to be incorporated in the computing curriculum [Wick, 2005; Hochstein et al., 2005] . Advanced discrete life simulation algorithms have been studied in traditional parallel computing models: shared memory [Ma et al., 2012] , distributed [Xia et al., 2004] , and mixed-mode [Smith and Bull, 2001] . To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply and evaluate the emerging MR model's applicability to distributed life simulations.
Various software frameworks have been developed and used to emulate of lattice-based a-life models since the early days of a-life, a trend that eventually began with the first discrete life programs. Lattice-based a-life software emulators continue to be used and developed [Komosinski and Adamatzky, 2010, Part II] . Notable examples include Discrete Dynamics Lab (DDLab), a set of tools for simulation of CA and other discrete structures [Wuensche, 2011] ; NetLogo, a multiagent programmable modeling environment [Tisue and Wilensky, 2004] ; and EINSTein, a multiagent simulator of land combat [Ilachinski, 2004] . We are the first to study the usability of MR in the a-life context.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we investigate the applicability of the MR streaming model to the simulation of discrete and continuous life CA. We chose life CA because of their simplicity, a feature that makes them attractive as an initial test bed for distributed MR simulation approaches. We use MR message passing, local in-mapper aggregation, and strip partitioning to design the D-Life and C-Life algorithms for the simulation of discrete and continuous life correspondingly in the MR streaming model. We also formulate a general MR streaming pattern that we have followed in our design of D-Life and CLife and that can be followed for the design of other CA simulation algorithms in the MR streaming model. We implement D-Life and C-Life on Amazon's Elastic MR cloud and empirically evaluate their performance. Our experimental results show that strip partitioning can reduce the execution time of continuous life simulations by 64%. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose and evaluate MR streaming algorithms for lattice-based simulations.
In future projects, our proposed MR streaming algorithms can be used as prototypes in the development of novel MR simulation algorithms for large-scale CA in general and for lattice-based a-life models in particular. The field of applications of our approach can possibly be extended to the field of multi agent simulation (MAS). MAS can be done in the standard MR model on a small Hadoop cluster [Sethia and Karlapalem. 2011 ] but the feasibility of MR streaming for larger scale MAS on the cloud is yet to be investigated.
Future work should aim at performance improvements. Performance improvements can be achieved by using standard MR instead of MR streaming and by using in-memory MR instead of distributed MR.
• The MR streaming engine does not aggregate intermediate KV-pairs at all, while the standard MR engine does it automatically; aggregation by the engine can be more efficient than custom aggregation in a higher-level language such as Python. For similar reasons, I/O, including KV-pair parsing, can also be more efficient in standard MR in comparison with MR streaming. With the use of standard MR instead of MR streaming, the tradeoffs is simplicity and ease of use for speed.
• Distributed MR frameworks use a DFS for all input, intermediate, and output datasets. The total I/O time can be much larger than the actual processing time. I/O performance losses can be offset by using in-memory MR frameworks, instead of distributed ones, for datasets that can fit in memory. With the use of in-memory MR instead of distributed MR, the ability to process unlimitedly large datasets is traded for speed. As future work, our D-Life and C-Life MR streaming algorithms and our general MR streaming pattern can be translated into the standard MR model and ported onto an inmemory MR framework, to evaluate the performance gains with standard MR and in-memory MR.
